ABSTRACT Predicting human gaze is important for efficiently processing and understanding numerous incoming visual information from first-person videos (FPVs). Even though people continuously gaze in noisy environments, most existing gaze prediction algorithms are based on saliency mapping, which is sensitive to noisy surroundings in the real world. Sparsity-based saliency detection algorithms perform favorably against state-of-the-art methods. In this paper, we apply a novel saliency detection method based on sparse coding with the 1/2 -norm for predicting human gaze in FPVs. Image boundaries are first extracted via superpixels as bases for a dictionary, from which a sparse representation model is constructed. For each superpixel, we first compute sparse reconstruction errors. Then, a saliency map is updated based on the reconstruction errors. To receive the sparse reconstruction errors, the most widely utilized sparse constraint is the 1 -norm. However, the 1 -norm leads to over-penalization of large components in a sparse vector. We employ the 1/2 -norm for sparse coding, which can lead to a sparser solution for a more accurate gaze prediction than the 1 -norm. We transform the complex nonconvex optimization of sparse coding with the 1/2 -norm to a number of one-dimensional minimization problems. In this way, we obtain the closed-form solutions efficiently. The experimental results using a real-world gaze dataset demonstrate that the proposed algorithm performs better than the state-of-the-art methods of gaze prediction for FPVs.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Humans scan the surrounding world by rapidly moving their eyes [1] , [2] , and understanding and predicting human gaze positions have many applications in e.g. surveillance and robotic vision [3] - [6] . This paper focuses on human gaze prediction from first-person vision (FPV) videos, which are captured by a head-mount camera and have egocentric views. What differentiate FPV from usual third person vision (TPV) is the instability caused by the user's head shakes, and thus algorithms designed for FPV can be different from those for TPV [7] - [11] . Fig. 1 shows existing methods for FPV gaze prediction.
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The first column shows the original images, the action is ''take the bread.'' The traditional bottom-up saliency methods (e.g. ITTI) are related to features that we collect from very early stages of visual processing. The second column shows the saliency maps by ITTI [1] , from which we can see the saliency area is huge beyond the gaze point. However a sparse model based method called the weighted sparse coding framework (WSCF) [12] can obtain more compact saliency maps (the third column images), which is similar with the ground truth (the fourth column images) that points the bread and the hand. Thus we introduce a sparse model based method to handle our problem.
Sparsity-inspired models have been investigated intensively and used widely in various data and signal processing applications [13] - [18] . The aim of sparse representations is to approximate signals by a linear combination of a few, i.e. sparse, elementary bases. Saliency methods based on sparse reconstruction error is more robust to deal with complicated background. Thus, the sparse model is outstanding in processing first-person videos with noisy background. The existing sparse-based saliency methods [12] , [19] mostly used the 1 -norm for sparsity constraint, which is not sparse enough and often leads to over-penalization and large approximation error.
In this paper, we use the 1/2 -norm [20] - [22] for sparsity in the sparse coding. It can lead to sparser solutions and more accurate gaze prediction compared with the 1 -norm. This paper has similar motivation to our previous conference publication [11] but the technique employed here is different. Whereas [11] used sparse coding with 0 -norm, we employ 1/2 -norm for sparsity. Accordingly, our optimization procedure is original; the proximal operator [23] , [24] is employed to solve the 1/2 -norm optimization for the sparse reconstruction error. In this way, we can obtain a closed-form solution of the sparse coding optimization.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Traditional saliency methods are reviewed in Section II. In Section III, we describe our framework and proposed formulation. The optimization method for the proposed formulation is also expressed in this section. The experiments in Section IV demonstrate realistic advantages of our proposed algorithm compared with state-of-the-art methods with real-world datasets. Finally, we display our conclusions in Section V.
II. RELATED WORKS
Gaze of first-person vision is a key component in firstperson vision which benefits various egocentric applications [6] , [25] . Gaze prediction can be used to infer important regions in images and videos to reduce the amount of computation needed in learning and inference of various analysis tasks [6] , [25] - [27] . Some gaze prediction models explore the correlation between gaze and head motion and use different egocentric cues like global camera motion, hand motion and hand positions to model egocentric gaze in hand manipulation activities. There is inseparable correlation between salient image regions and gaze fixation locations. Most existing gaze prediction methods are based on saliency mapping.
Many methods for detecting saliency from images have been proposed [1] , [12] , [19] , [28] , [29] . These methods, however, are intended and tested with still TPV images, and the utility for noisy and unstable FPV videos has not been made clear.
The classical saliency detection method proposed by Itti et al. [1] constructs a saliency map by integrating color, orientation, and edge features in a bottom-up manner; this architecture is based on the primates' early visual system. They showed the good agreement of their method with human performance.
Li et al. [12] proposed a saliency detection method based on sparse modeling utilizing a non-saliency dictionary and a saliency dictionary, which is iteratively refined. Their weighted sparse coding framework (WSCF) employed the 1 -norm as sparsity measure, and the weights penalized the selection of similar regions.
The dense and sparse reconstruction (DSR) method for saliency detection was proposed by Li et al. [19] , where the 1 -norm was also used as a sparsity measure. The reconstruction errors were used as the degree of saliency. They experimentally showed that saliency detection based on sparse modeling yielded better efficiency and precision against state-of-the-art algorithms.
III. FRAMEWORK AND FORMULATION
Our framework consists of four stages. First, we divide a given image into segments (superpixels) and extract image features F ∈ R M ×N , where M is the image feature dimensionality and N is the number of segments. We collect segments that touch the image boundaries (i.e., the four edges of the image) and construct a dictionary D ∈ R M ×n , where n is the number of the segments on the boundaries. We regard D as background templates because salient objects tend to be at the image center, not on the boundaries. Second, with the background templates dictionary, we obtain sparse representations to reconstruct image regions. In our framework, the saliency map is measured by the reconstruction errors using the dictionary; i.e., if regions with large reconstruction errors are considered salient. Third, we utilize a context-based propagation mechanism to acquire a uniform reconstruction error. Following [19] , we obtain a pixellevel saliency map by introducing multi-scale reconstruction errors with object-biased Gaussian refinement processing. Finally, a Bayesian integration method is applied to integrate the saliency maps obtained from the reconstruction errors. The main stages of the proposed approach are described in Fig. 2 .
A. FEATURE EXTRACTION
For frame image feature extraction, we apply the simple linear iterative clustering (SLIC) algorithm [30] to generate superpixels and then segment a frame image into compact and multiple uniform regions (segments) for better capture structural information. We use both RGB and Lab color spaces to obtain higher accuracy saliency maps [31] . The average color features and coordinates of pixels is used to present each segment of f = [R, G, B, L, a, b, x, y], where R, G, B are color intensities in the RGB color space, L, a, b are the lightness and color components in the Lab color space, and x, y are the coordinates of the pixels in segment f. The entire image is then represented as
The dictionary D is acquired by image boundaries, which are good visual bases for background models of salient object detection [32] , [33] . Motivated by [19] , we extract the M (same with the feature dimensionality)-dimensional feature of the boundary segment as d ∈ R M and build the background template set as dictionary
In the saliency via reconstruction error stage, there are three steps. First, we construct the entire image segments via the background templates and normalize the reconstruction errors from 0 to 1. Next, we introduce a propagation mechanism to process local contexts generated by K -means clustering. At last, pixel-level saliency maps are obtained by taking multi-scale reconstruction errors following the object-biased Gaussian refinement processing.
1) RECONSTRUCTION ERRORS
We use sparse and dense reconstruction errors to measure the saliency of every segment which is an M -dimensional feature vector. The dense appearance model generates generic and expressive characterizations of background templates, whereas the sparse model renders unique and compact descriptions [19] .
Refer to [19] , the segment with smaller reconstruction error with the background templates dictionary is less possible to be referred as the foreground. Based on it, the reconstruction error of the segment is generated using the dense model with the background templates dictionary
by principal component analysis (PCA). The dense reconstruction error of segment r ∈ {1, . . . , N } is
where f is the mean feature of F and
contains eigenvectors from the normalized covariance matrix of D (u D corresponds to the largest eigenvalue), which are computed to built the PCA bases of the dictionary D. The reconstruction errors are normalized within the range of [0, 1]. The proposed sparse coding based gaze prediction framework obtains the gaze area from the feature matrix by monitoring the reconstruction errors with the dictionary. We insist on existing literature that shows non-saliency areas can be represented by a sparse coding dictionary [12] , [19] . Here we use the sparse reconstruction error to refine the foreground segments and to determine foreground saliency segments.
The sparse coding based saliency mapping algorithm [19] identifies salient areas as those having high reconstruction errors from background templates dictionary. D ∈ R M×K is the dictionary which comprises K atoms (bases) representing feature vectors for background templates. The sparse reconstruction error for image segment r ∈ {1, . . . , N } is described as
where the sparse coefficient vector h * r ∈ R K is found by
where f r and h r are the rth column of F and H, respectively, and the regularization parameter λ > 0. We introduce the 1/2 -norm to measure sparsity of h, the sparse reconstruction error is robust to complicated background [19] .
2) 1/2 -NORM REGULARIZER BASED SPARSE CODING OPTIMIZATION
Compared with the 1 -norm, the 1/2 -norm yields a sparser solution and generates a more accurate result in many sparse signal reconstruction and estimation problems [34] , [35] . Although the 1/2 -norm leads to a complex nonconvex optimization problem which is hard to solve compared with convex optimization problems, in this paper we optimize a number of one-dimensional minimization problems to solve the original 1/2 -norm regularized problem. Then, We can efficiently extract closed-form solutions in every iteration.
The purpose of the sparse coding stage of our problem (3) is to obtain the sparse representation h r of the segment signal f r based on a given background templates dictionary D.
Enlightened by the proximal operator of the 1/2 -norm optimization [22] , [36] , we attempt to generate the closedform solution of (3) with respect to h r . As h r 1/2 1/2 = n j=1 |h rj | 1/2 , (3) can be rewritten as follows:
where h rj is the jth entry of the vector h r .
Ignoring the constant term f T r f r in the problem of (4) with respect to h r reduces to the minimization of the following variable function:
, considering f r = 0, the derivative of (6) as following can be calculated to obtain the optimal solution.
When h rj > 0, we denote h rj = z and let h rj = z 2 , and then (7) can be written as follows:
Here (8) is a cubic equation, whose solutions can be obtained by the Cardano formula [37] . In this situation, (8) has a unique solution as follows:
where
The detailed derivation is expressed in . Thus h rj = z 2 as follows:
When h rj < 0, we denote h rj = z and let h rj = −z 2 , then (7) can be written as follows:
Similarly, we obtain the unique solution written as
if
Thus we summarize that
2λ a 2/3 based on the above two cases. Therefore, all the solutions of one-dimensional subproblems regard to h rl and then generate the solution h * rl of (4) in closed-form are summarized as follows:
and λ * = Therefore, the exact solution h r of (6) can be acquired in closed-form from (16) for all j = 1, · · · , n.
3) PROPAGATION MECHANISM
Then, we use a context-based propagation approach to smooth the reconstruction errors which generated by dense and sparse models. For conciseness, we denote dense and sparse reconstruction errors of segment r as r . We utilize the K -means approach to cluster N image segments into K clusters from their M -dimensional features and the propagated reconstruction error of segment r is initialized as r = r . Every frame image segment is sorted in descending order and deliberated as multiple hypotheses. The segments are processed in succession by propagating the reconstruction errors in every cluster. The propagated reconstruction error of the segment r belongings to the cluster k = 1, 2, . . . , K , is expressed as follows:
where k 1 , k 2 , · · · , k N c denote the N c segment labels in the cluster k, τ is a weight parameter, δ(·) is the indicator function, and σ 2 x is the summation of the variance in every feature dimension of F.
4) PIXEL-LEVEL SALIENCY
To generate a full-resolution saliency map, we allocate saliency to every pixel from multi-scale reconstruction errors, following an object-biased Gaussian model based refinement.
The pixel level reconstruction error E(z) of integrating multi-scale reconstruction errors is expressed as follows:
where f z is an M -dimensional feature of pixel z, r s is the label of the segment including pixel z at scale s, N s is the total number of segments scales [19] . It is known that human gaze has the center bias-humans look at central areas more frequently than peripheral areas. To incorporate the center bias into our model, we use an object-biased Gaussian model [19] , [28] , [38] to determine a center prior. For each pixel z with its coordinates (x, y), we define the saliency of center prior to be
where σ x and σ y are 25% of the height and width of an image, respectively, and x obj and y obj are the object centers derived from the pixel error as follows.
where ω z are weights defined by normalizing the pixel level reconstruction errors E(z ) in (20) as
With the center prior, the saliency value Sal(z) for pixel z is formulated as follows:
To integrate both the saliency maps from dense and sparse errors, we apply an integration approach by Bayesian inference. The detailed information can be found in [19] .
C. GAZE PREDICTION ALGORITHM
The proposed algorithm, gaze prediction based on sparse coding with the 1/2 -norm (GPS-1/2 ), is shown in Algorithm 1. There are two main stages of this algorithm: a) Obtain reconstruction errors the dense reconstruction error and the sparse reconstruction error, which optimized by sparse representation with the 1/2 -norm sparsity measure; and b) Gaze saliency mapping stage, which obtains the saliency map of gaze points using the reconstruction errors. 
IV. EXPERIMENTS
GTEA Gaze dataset [6] is used in our experiments , which has recorded the FPV videos together with ground truth gaze positions collected with eye-tracking glasses. The dataset contains 17 egocentric videos from video 001 to 022. Each video has different sessions, e.g., video 001 is relative to a person cooking sandwiches and contains 30 sessions, each of which is affiliated with an action such as ''open peanut'' or ''scoop jam.'' Refer to [36] , the regularization parameter λ is fixed to 0.06.
We compared the results by the proposed algorithm GPS-1/2 with three competing methods: one traditional bottom-up image saliency-based method ITTI [1] , and two 1 sparse modeling methods, WSCF [12] and DSR [19] .
To evaluate the consistency between the ground truth gaze area and the gaze prediction map, we adopt the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve and the area under curve (AUC), which are generally used in the saliency detection articles [39] .
A. COMPARISON OF SPARSITY
As the Hoyer sparsity is absolute and the values ranges between 0 to 1 for different degrees of sparsity monotonically [40] , [41] , in this paper, to evaluate the sparsity of the coefficient, we introduce the Hoyer sparsity measure [40] as the evaluation criterion of sparseness, which is expressed as follows:
where x i is the column of the sparse coefficient matrix. The larger value of Hoyer sparsity measure means the sparser of the coefficient matrix. We compared the sparsity of sparse coefficient by the 1 -norm (the baseline method DSR) and the 1/2 -norm (Our proposed GPS-1/2 ). Fig. 3 shows the sparsity patterns of the sparse coefficient matrix obtained by the 1 -norm and the 1/2 -norm, from which we can find our proposed algorithm achieved sparser results. We also calculate the Hoyer sparsity of the corresponding matrices, the Hoyer sparsity of sparse matrices by the 1/2 -norm almost reach to 1, higher than ones by the 1 -norm. Thus our proposed algorithm which based on the 1/2 -norm can achieve sparser coefficient matrices compared with the existing method DSR, which based on the 1 -norm. 
B. DETECTION PERFORMANCE
We now describe the detection performance of our proposed algorithm, along with the comparison with the traditional bottom-up method ITTI and two sparse model based methods WSCF and DSR. Fig. 4 shows results for four frames in video 001. The action of the first frame is ''take peanut butter,'' the gaze point is around the knife. The action of the second frame is ''spread peanut butter,'' the gaze point is around the knife and bread. The action of the third frame is ''take the bread,'' the gaze point is around the bread and the hand. The action of the last frame is ''unscrew the bottle,'' the gaze point is around the bottle cap. From Fig. 4 , the gaze prediction by the proposed algorithm GPS-1/2 is mostly in red circle (ground truth), thus obtains more accurate gaze prediction than WSCF and DSR. The predicted gaze areas by GPS-1/2 are more compact than the traditional method ITTI.
The proposed algorithm quantitatively performed better compared with the other three methods. Table 1 shows the AUC scores for the 30 sessions from video 001. There are more than half sessions (17 sessions) with the highest score by our proposed algorithm GPS-1/2 . We draw the AUC scores of session 1-30 in video 001 by different methods in Fig. 7 , from which the mean AUC score of 30 sessions by GPS-1/2 is 0.768, much higher than the other three methods.
We take four sessions for instance. The ROC curves of sessions 27-30 from video 001 are shown in Fig. 5 . The curves of our proposed GPS-1/2 (red curves) are mostly placed to top-left to the other methods. Table 2 shows the AUC scores over all frames for each video from video 001 to video 022 (17 videos in total, some videos do not exist in GTEA Gaze dataset, e.g., video 004). There are more than half videos (13 videos) with the highest score by our proposed algorithm GPS-1/2 . We draw the AUC scores of all videos from 001 to 022 by different methods in Fig. 8 , from which the mean AUC score of 17 videos by GPS-1/2 is 0.497, higher than the other methods.
We take four videos for example. Fig. 6 shows the ROC curves of videos 001-005 (note that video 004 does not exist in GTEA Gaze dataset). The curves of our proposed GPS-1/2 (red curves) are placed to top-left to the other methods in video 001 and 002, and slightly better than the other methods in video 003.
We also use another dataset GTEA Gaze Plus for comparison. The results for sessions 1-5 are shown in Fig. 9 , from which the AUC scores by the proposed method GPS-1/2 are higher than the other methods in most sessions.
From the discussion above, our proposed algorithm GPS-1/2 , which based on the 1/2 -norm, has the highest performance and it has improvement compared with the sparse coding based methods WSCF and DSR, which are applied the 1 -norm for sparsity. The averaged AUC scores by GPS-1/2 achieve the highest not only in 30 sessions of video 001 but also in all videos (001-022) in the dataset. What is more, to directly compare with the method using 1 -norm, we compared the results use the 1 -norm in the same spare coding framework of the proposed GPS-1/2 , which is named as GPS- 1 . From Table 2 , we can see GPS-1/2 performs better than 1 -norm in all videos.
Moreover, we compared the results with three stateof-the-art methods, Li et al. [2] , Huang et al. [10] and Zhang et al. [42] . Although the AUC score of our method is not as good as the result of 0.878 (Y. Li), 0.898 (Y. Huang) and 0.883 (M. Zhang), but our methods is unsupervised methods without training stage. The proposed method performs better than the traditional unsupervised methods such as ITTI, DSR and WSCF.
We also use the evaluation metric Average Angular Error (AAE) to measure the performance of our proposed method. AAE measures the angular distance between the predicted gaze point (e.g. the most salient point) and the ground-truth gaze. Fig. 10 shows that the AAE results of the proposed method (Ours) is the lowest compared with the existing methods.
V. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a novel gaze prediction framework for FPV videos based on sparse coding with the 1/2 -norm sparsity constraint, which is more favorable compared to three existing methods. Novel technical elements include the use of the 1/2 -norm as a sparsity measure, and the use of proximal operator to optimize the sparse coding formulation of gaze prediction for FPV. The experimental results indicate that our proposed approach achieves modest improvements upon other sparse model based methods. The sparsity degree results and AUC scores predict the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm for gaze prediction of FPV. We expect further improvement by applying the dictionary learning stage to adjust different videos.
APPENDIX. THE UNIQUE SOLUTION PROOF
In this appendix, we give a proof that (11) is the unique solution of (8) .
We rewrite equation (8) as follows for more readable,
Denoting r = (26):
where φ = arccos q 2r 3 [22] . As seen in Fig. 11 , the three roots are x 1 < x 2 < x 3 . As our optimization formulation (4) is minimum, the derivative is zero in the optimal position, negative in the left neighborhood of optimal position and positive in the right neighborhood of optimal position. Fig. 11 shows there are two roots x 1 and x 3 satisfying the solution of minimum optimization. Since the derivatives are negative in the left neighborhood of x 1 , x 3 and positive in the VOLUME 7, 2019 right neighborhood of x 1 , x 3 . Thus x 1 and x 3 are the local minimum solutions. On the contrary, x 2 is the local maximum solution.
In our situation, the solution must be positive, thus x 1 is not the solution of (26) . In summary, x 3 is the unique solution of (26) .
